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Abstract
This paper reviews radiocarbon dates from the Late Neolithic Corded Ware Culture (CWC) contexts in Finland. The authors have recently published new CWC radiocarbon dates as a part of their multi-site geochemical provenance investigation of CWC pottery recovered from archaeological contexts in Finland, Sweden, and Estonia. In this paper, the new and old radiocarbon dates are modelled using a Bayesian phase model to identify outliers in the data set and elaborate the new dates within the wider picture of the CWC absolute chronology of the study area. Timeframe 2900–2200 calBC is suggested for the CWC in Finland.
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INTRODUCTION

Until recently, the chronology of the Corded Ware Culture (henceforth the CWC) in Finland has not been based on absolute chronology and radiocarbon dates. Even today, only a few radiocarbon dates are available for the CWC in the region of Finland, and although quantitatively inadequate for in-depth interpretation, these few dates have largely dominated the perception of the timing and succession of the CWC chronology in the sequence of archaeological cultures of Finland. Traditionally, the beginning of the CWC in this region has been placed at 3200 calBC, i.e. at the end of the Middle Neolithic period (e.g. Carpelan 1999; Pesonen & Leskinen 2011), but recently this view has been challenged with reference to the Central European chronology. From this perspective, the CWC phenomenon has now been labelled as Late Neolithic, thus beginning in Finland only c 2900–2800 calBC (Mökkönen 2011; Nordqvist 2016; Nordqvist & Mökkönen 2016). The Finnish CWC is characterised by settlement sites, burial sites and stray finds of battle axes as well as four-sided work axes. Corded Ware pottery is present both in the settlement sites and burials as well (e.g. Nordqvist & Häkälä 2014).

During a project investigating the geochemical compositions of Corded Ware pots and grog temper, we found that the pots were drifting across the Baltic Sea, probably along with their manufacturer groups, and we also acquired several new radiocarbon dates from CWC contexts in Finland, derived from burnt bones and charred crusts on the pots (Holmqvist et al. 2018). This new material provides an opportunity to re-evaluate the chronology of the whole CWC complex in Finland. Importantly, there is now enough material to perform a Bayesian OxCal phase model on the old and new radiocarbon data related to CWC contexts. In this study, we present the
relevant radiocarbon data, evaluated and modelled using the OxCal programme (Bronk Ramsey 2009). The results indicate that there is one probable outlier in the radiocarbon data, which has strongly affected the interpretation of the timing of the beginning of the CWC in Finland. There are also younger outliers among the CWC dates, but these are more problematic and their rejection should be treated with caution. This is largely because there are indications of the continuation of the CWC tradition even until the advent of the Bronze Age in the Baltic States and the eastern part of the Gulf of Finland, and this continuum could be reflected in the late CWC dates from Finland (cf. Nordqvist 2016). If the single radiocarbon date considered too early is, indeed, rejected as we propose here, the chronology of the CWC in Finland fits better within the consensus of the CWC chronology in the pan-European context: to c 2900–2000 calBC.

MATERIAL

The first radiocarbon dates from CWC contexts in Finland were obtained in the 1970’s. For decades, the chronology of the CWC was based only on the radiocarbon dates from three burials in southern Finland, namely from the Jönsas site in Vantaa, the Kukkarkoski site in Lieto, and the Eknäs (Forsberg) site in Porvoo. The oldest
Table 1. The CWC-related radiocarbon dates from Finland used in this study. The resulting posterior dates have been rounded by 10. Calibration with OxCal v. 4.3 (Bronk Ramsey 2009), atmospheric data (IntCal 13) by Reimer et al. 2013. * The MRE correction procedure explained in detail by Pesonen et al. (2012; Pesonen & Oinonen in press). ** With the kind permission of Päivi Kankkunen, the Finnish Heritage Agency, Finland.
Of these radiocarbon dates, the dating acquired from Vantaa (Hel-1006; 4520±130 BP), is from a charcoal sample retrieved from the bottom of a grave (Jungner & Sonninen 1983: 32; Ojonen 1983: 7; Purhonen 1986; Edgren 1992: 92; Carpelan 1999: 48; 2004; Leskinen & Pesonen 2008). The Kukkarkoski radiocarbon date (Hel-831; 4320±170 BP) was also produced from a charcoal sample found in a burial (Torvinen 1979; Jungner & Sonninen 1983: 24; Edgren 1992: 92; Carpelan 1999: 48; 2004). The Eknäs burial in Porvoo has yielded two radiocarbon dates, which are not as old as the dates from Lieto and Vantaa. These two dates are in perfect concordance with each other (Sch-156/H1038-1009; 4140±80 BP and Grn-6256; 4105±55 BP). Both samples are charred wood, and presumably derive from the container of the deceased, or from the lining of the burial (Edgren 1959; 1970: 75–7; 1992: 92; Carpelan 1999: 48; 2004). In the European perspective, the rather old dates from Vantaa and Lieto have been problematised by Carpelan (1999: 48–9), who, however, did not find any reason to suspect e.g. old wood effecting the dates. Later on, considering the chronological evidence of the CWC from continental Europe, the early dates and the early start of the CWC in Finland have been rejected (Mökkönen 2011: 17).

Before our project began, a few more dates had been obtained from CWC contexts in Finland. There are three samples from Vantaa, one charred crust from the Jönsas site, and two burnt bone dates from the Vanha Nurmijärventie and Hommas sites (Leskinen & Pesonen 2008; Koivisto 2010). In addition, there is one charred crust date from the Meskäärtty multi-room pithouse site in Virolahti (Mökkönen 2008), and one crust date from the Isosaari site located in Seinäjoki. The latter sample was analysed already in the late 2000’s, but it has not been published previously.

---

**Fig. 2. An example of a Bayesian model of radiocarbon dates associated with the CWC in Finland.** The modelling strongly affects the two earliest dates from Vantaa Jönsas and Lieto Kukkarkoski, and the two youngest dates from Virolahti Meskäärtty and Vantaa Jönsas. Calibration with OxCal v. 4.3 (Bronk Ramsey 2009), atmospheric data (IntCal 13) by Reimer et al. 2013.

---

**Table 2. Bayesian modelling of radiocarbon dates associated with the CWC in Finland.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample Location</th>
<th>Date Range (Cal BC)</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vantaa Jönsas</td>
<td>4520 ± 130</td>
<td>Charcoal from grave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lieto Kukkarkoski</td>
<td>4320 ± 170</td>
<td>Charcoal from burial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porvoo Eknäs</td>
<td>4140 ± 80</td>
<td>Charred wood from burial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanha Nurmijärventie</td>
<td>4105 ± 55</td>
<td>Burnt bone from site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meskäärtty</td>
<td>3763 ± 42</td>
<td>Charred crust from multi-room pithouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isosaari</td>
<td>3763 ± 42</td>
<td>Charred crust from site</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Diagram 2. Bayesian model of radiocarbon dates associated with the CWC in Finland.**
Altogether, there are currently 17 radiocarbon dates available from Finland that can be associated with CWC materials and contexts (Fig. 1; Table 1). Eight of these are new dates and acquired as part of a project investigating the provenance of CWC pottery, published recently by the authors (Holmqvist et al. 2018; Fig. 2; Table 1). Four of the dates are charcoal from graves, eight are charred (food)crusts from pottery walls, and five are burnt bone dates from CWC settlement sites. In addition, we also dated one sherd with a carbonised crust from Rötvärd, Sweden, as a reference. While many of the other eastern Fennoscandian ceramic traditions link with the hunter-gatherer societies (e.g. the Comb Ware Culture), there is now convincing evidence of the connection between animal husbandry and CWC pottery. The lipid composition analysed from the Finnish Corded Ware pots is quite strictly dairy fat or ruminant carcass fat, which also applies to the Late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age ceramic finds (Cramp et al. 2014; Pääkkönen et al. 2019). The carbon stable isotope value reflects the aquatic composition of the charred crust, where the terrestrial/marine limit is set to c. -26‰ (Fischer & Heinemeier 2003). In our samples, the highest value is -23.5‰ (Virolahti Mattilan VPK, Hela-3428), a bit above the limit in the marine side, as well as three other dates, ranging from -25.2 to -24.7‰, from the coastal regions of Finland (Seinäjoki Isosaari, Hela-2658; Virolahti Meskäärtty, Hela-1614; Vantaa Jönsas, Ua-32196; see Table 1). The marine reservoir (MRE) correction of the dates has been made according to procedure explained in detail by Pesonen et al. (2012; also Pesonen & Oinonen in press), and the current average value of MRE is estimated as 231±113 radiocarbon years (N=8, CHRONO Marine database). The correction takes into account the possible marine component arithmetically according to carbon isotope value between -19.3‰ (100% marine) and -26‰ (100% terrestrial).

However, there is a strong possibility that the burnt bone dates actually represent the age of the wood burned in the pyre (Hülz et al. 2010; Van Strydonck et al. 2010; Olsen et al. 2012). In such cases, the burnt bone dates would have the same pros and cons as traditional charcoal dates, which, in principle, should not carry any other error sources but the possible old wood effect.
the same time, the ‘replacement’ of the animal carbon signal by the wood carbon signal would eliminate the possible reservoir effect in the burnt bone dates. For this study, the burnt bone samples were selected because of the extreme lack of datable materials in the Finnish CWC contexts, where crusted sherds, for instance, are very rare.

**METHODS AND RESULTS**

We suggest that the radiocarbon dates should be treated as probability distributions rather than as discrete truths as such. There are many error sources inherent to radiocarbon dating, starting with the sample selection, preparation, and the possible reservoir effect in coastal food crust dates. One cannot rule out all of the error sources, but there are analytical packages which utilise Bayesian statistics to both calibrate the radiocarbon dates and to identify possible outliers among the dates. The OxCal programme creates a model where the probabilities of the dates are recalculated, allowing statistically grounded phases being formed (Buck et al. 1991; Bayliss 2009; Bronk Ramsey 2009). In this study, a Bayesian-based OxCal model was created and then compared to the sum curve and the ‘traditional’ dating schemes presented in the literature. The Bayesian model is implemented in the OxCal calibration package. The method has already been applied in a number of previous chronological studies of the ceramic phases in eastern Fennoscandia (Pesonen et al. 2012; Oinonen et al. 2014; Pesonen & Oinonen in press), but it has also faced some criticism (Mökkönen & Nordqvist 2014).

In this case, a simple phase model was employed (Bronk Ramsey 2009; Fig. 3). During the analysis, the oldest date, Hel-1006 from the
The sample is charcoal from the filling of a grave, and therefore its context is a dubious one. Another run was performed for the dates, but this time with this one outlier removed from the dataset, and the third run was performed with charred crust and burnt bone dates only (Table 2). The latter two options appear to show the minimum span of the CWC in Finland, dated between c 2900–2220 calBC in the median values, while the maximum span is shown by the whole dataset run, dated to c 2970–2210 calBC in the median values. These figures differ somewhat from the sum curve of the radiocarbon dates, which shows the whole distribution of probabilities and, consequently, a much wider chronological span, in fact corresponding with the maximum span of the CWC as suggested in the Finnish archaeological literature (Fig. 3).

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

According to the European radiocarbon dates available for CWC contexts, the early stages of the CWC phenomenon in Denmark and Central Europe can be dated to c 3000–2900 calBC, while the vast majority of the acquired dates are younger than 2800 calBC, spanning even until 2100–2000 calBC (Furholt 2003; Włodarczak 2009; Olalde et al. 2018). Some Central European dates are, however, controversial and there seems to be certain inconsistencies between laboratories (Włodarczak 2009). In the eastern Baltic region, the radiocarbon dates linked to the beginning of the CWC date somewhere between 3000–2700 calBC, and the dates allow a span until at least c 2150 calBC (Löugas et al. 2007). Recent work in Lithuania dates whole sequence to c 2800–2400 calBC (Piličiauskas 2018), in North Germany to c 2950–2150 calBC and in North Jutland to c 2750–2250 calBC (Brozio 2018). In Scandinavia, a large amount of radiocarbon dates is available for CWC contexts. For example, in the Malmö region, southern Sweden, the majority of the CWC-related dates extend from 3000 to 2000 calBC (e.g. Brink 2009). However, it seems that the general opinion on the date of the CWC is 2800–2200 calBC (e.g. Sjögren et al. 2016). The exact beginning of the CWC is blurred by a wide plateau in calibration curve between 2880–2580 calBC (e.g. Piličiauskas 2018: 227).

In the earlier Finnish literature, the CWC is dated to c 3200–2350 calBC (Carpelan 1999: 273) or later, c 2900–2250 calBC (Mökkönen 2011: 17). In a recent study, the beginning of the CWC in both Finland and Estonia is considered to date to c 2800 calBC, while the terminal date of the CWC follows that accepted for the rest of Europe, c 2300 calBC (Nordqvist 2016). According to our new data and the modelling of the dates presented here, it appears feasible to propose that the beginning of the CWC in Finland dates to around 2900 calBC, as suggested earlier by Mökkönen (2011). It is perplexing, however, that this date is still 100 years older than the estimated beginning date in the Central European CWC chronology. In the sum curve, there is a distinct rise shortly after 2900 calBC, which does not really allow shifting the CWC start date in the Finnish context to much later than 2900 calBC, even if also the other charcoal dates (Hel-831, Sch156/H1938-1009 and GrN-6256) would be rejected from the model, in addition to the outlier (Hel-1006) discussed above. The calibration curve plateau of 2880–2580 calBC may further contribute to the problem (e.g. Piličiauskas 2018: 227) and hamper the spotting of the exact beginning in models and sum curves. However, certain Fatyanovo sites in the Moscow Region have yielded early dates pointing also to 2900 calBC beginning there (Krenke et al. 2013). Unfortunately, the number of dates in CWC and Fatyanovo contexts is still limited.

The younger end of the Finnish CWC appears to be even more controversial based on radiocarbon dates. In all cases, the model predicts the end of CWC dates to c 2200 calBC (Table 2). However, there is a group of even younger dates from the eastern part of the Gulf of Finland, which suggest that the lower end of the CWC may lie even in the beginning of the Bronze Age (cf. Nordqvist 2016). It is worth noticing, that the end of the CWC coincides roughly with the so-called 4.2 ka event which led to extremely wet weather conditions, especially between 2190 and 2100 calBC (Helama & Oinonen 2019).
At the Rötved site of Fjälkestad Parish in north-eastern Scania, one of the beakers sampled for foodcrust in this project (Fig. 4), recovered from a CWC grave (Malmer’s type B; Hansen 1930; Malmer 1962), was $^{14}$C-dated to 2880–2670 calBC. This pot was identified as of southern Swedish origin in our provenance analysis (Holmqvist et al. 2018). The date of this pottery sherd fits well with the Scandinavian chronology of the CWC (Larsson 2009: 338–68).

In sum, the radiocarbon dates mostly support the hypothesis that the CWC was introduced in northern Europe during a fairly short period of time. This supposition appears to apply to different regions, although it should be taken into account that even a short time period like this could still involve several generations, as 100 years sums up to at least five generations. Hence, it is necessary to look into other materials (such as pottery or aDNA) to ascertain the actual events that led to this cultural transformation: mass migration, partial migration of family units or specialists, marriage networks or just a spread of ideas – or a combination of several of these processes (cf. Larsson 2009; Holmqvist et al. 2018). Furthermore, what is valid for one region (Central Poland, Jutland etc.) may not be valid for another, and different patterns of cultural transmission and/or adaptation may apply. In coastal Holland, for instance, there was definitely more of a local adoption of the outer trappings of the CWC (the pottery looks similar, but was made with local craft traditions), whereas in the inland the pottery seems to be made by craftsmen taught in the new technological tradition (Beckerman 2015). These examples underline the need for both regional and inter-regional studies.

Considering the rapid spread of the CWC into eastern Fennoscandia, there are clear similarities to the situation in the rest of Europe. Traditionally, in Finnish archaeological research the arrival of the CWC is usually seen as a result of migration rather than cultural assimilation and transmission via contacts and the diffusion of artefact traditions (e.g. Huurre 2003; Halinen 2015). In the Baltic States, however, it was earlier considered that the CWC arrival involved only limited migration, and that it was primarily based on a gradual local development and intermixing of groups (e.g. Lang 1998). Nowadays, migration is seen as a primary launcher of the CWC also in the Baltic States (Piličiauskas 2018). In the European perspective, aDNA results have finally challenged the views of transmission in the favour of migration (e.g. Allentoft et al. 2015; Haak et al. 2015; Jones et al. 2017; Saag et al. 2017; Mittnik et al. 2018). The new radiocarbon dates cannot offer a major contribution to this debate; nevertheless, this chronological data strengthen the view of rapid expansion, which is difficult to explain by gradual cultural adaptation and development. On the other hand, the discrepancies at the younger end of the radiocarbon dates available for the Finnish CWC can perhaps be seen as an implication of local adaptations and histories between the CWC carriers and the indigenous peoples in this region.

The amount of radiocarbon dates from the CWC contexts in Finland is still fairly limited,
preventing detailed interpretations of the internal, domestic development of the culture at this stage with certainty. Nevertheless, it is interesting, for example, that a shift from mineral to organic tempers has been suggested in the ceramic repertoire over the course of the CWC (Nordqvist 2016). This kind of evidence could perhaps be further elaborated with radiocarbon dates, and a growing corpus of reliable dates can aid the examination of, e.g., craft traditions in a more secure chronological context in the future. All of the three crust-dated sherds from the Finnish sites included in the provenance investigation belonged to a fabric group geochemically identified as of coastal Finland origin (Holmqvist et al. 2018), yet the ceramics display stylistic and chronological variation (Fig. 4). Two of these sherds (KM 15329:132 found in Virolahti Mattila VPK, and KM 22004:6006 from Porvoo Bôle), together with the pot from Fjälkestad Rötvå of southern Swedish origin (SHM 22057 1089883), are broadly from the early centuries of the CWC (dated to 2880–2600 calBC, 2900–2680 calBC, and 2880–2670 calBC, respectively), but appear typologically unrelated. The younger sherd from Espoo Mäntymäki (KM 16288:16, dated to 2480–2300 calBC) bears the so-called herring-bone patterning, possibly also characteristic of the surface treatment of the Porvoo pot, although the state of preservation of the latter prevents a detailed comparison and discussion of the timeframe of this stylistic trait.

To conclude, the beginning of the CWC in Finland seems to be rather established at c 2900 calBC, which is close to the early Fatyanovo dates in the Moscow region. This outcome may imply that the CWC arrived in eastern Fennoscandia c 100 years earlier than in Central Europe, considering the currently accepted start date of the CWC at c 2800 calBC in the European continent. Alternatively, although speculative at the moment, our results may also be indicative of the fact that the start of the CWC in the wider European context dates, in fact, earlier than previously thought (e.g. Brozio 2018), i.e., closer to the 2900 calBC as seen in the region of Finland. The younger end of CWC is placed in Finland to c 2200 calBC, which in turn is rather late in the wider European context. However, this may reflect the late occurrence of the CWC in the southern coast of Finland, parallel to the suggested extension of the late appearance of this cultural phase in the Karelial Istthus, Ingria, and Estonia (cf. discussion in Nordqvist 2016).
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